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A Famous Factorization
Date: 27 April 1994
From: Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
Distribution: world
Subject: RSA-129

We are happy to announce that the 129-digit modulus

RSA_129 = 11438162575788886766923577997614661201021829672124\
          23625625618429357069352457338978305971235639587050\
          58989075147599290026879543541

has been factored as  RSA_129 = p64 * p65,  where

p64  =     3490529510847650949147849619903898133417764638493\
          387843990820577

p65  =    32769132993266709549961988190834461413177642967992\
          942539798288533

The encoded message published was

b    =     9686961375462206147714092225435588290575999112457\
          43198746951209308162982251457083569314766228839896\
          28013391990551829945157815154

This number came from an RSA encryption of a 'secret' message,
using RSA_129 as the modulus and the public exponent e = 9007.
When encrypted with the 'secret' decoding exponent

D    =    10669861436857802444286877132892015478070990663393\
          78628012262244966310631259117744708733401685974623\
          06553968544513277109053606095

this becomes

B    =    20080500130107090300231518041900011805001917210501\
          1309190800151919090618010705

Using the decoding scheme 01=A, 02=B, ..., 26=Z, and 00 for a
space between words, the decoded message reads

          THE MAGIC WORDS ARE SQUEAMISH OSSIFRAGE
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To find the factorization of RSA_129, we used the double
large-prime variation of the multiple-polynomial quadratic
sieve factoring method. The sieving step took approximately
5000 mips years, and was carried out in 8 months by about
600 volunteers from more than 20 countries, on all continents
except Antarctica. Combining the partial relations produced
a sparse matrix of 569466 rows and 524338 columns. This matrix
was reduced to a dense matrix of 188614 rows and 188160
columns using structured Gaussian elimination. Ordinary
Gaussian elimination on this matrix, consisting of 35489610240
bits (4.13 gigabyte), took 45 hours on a 16K MasPar MP-1
massively parallel computer. The first three dependencies all
turned out to be 'unlucky' and produced the trivial factor
RSA_129. The fourth dependency produced the above factorization.

We would like to thank everyone who contributed their time and
effort to this project. Without your help this would not have
been possible.

Derek Atkins
Michael Graff
Arjen Lenstra
Paul Leyland

Remark:
The 129-digit modulus RSA_129, together with the
encoded message, was originally published by Ronald L. Rivest,
Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman: A Method for Obtaining Digital
Signatures and Public-Key Cryptosystems, Communications of the
ACM, 21 (1978), p. 120-126. An eloquent summary is given by
Martin Gardner in Scientific American, August 1977, p. 120-124.
A prize of $ 100 was set out for the first person who decodes
the message. Was it worth it?
For more information see, e.g., Wikipedia under RSA.

Factorizations of Special Numbers
 (This is easier than the factorization of 'general' numbers)

                 Reported by Sam Wagstaff
        Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907

        Newsletter August 19, 2004, page 94, line 4989
  Done by: NFSNET, Method: Special Number Field Sieve (SNFS)

 ____________________________________________________________
|         223                                                |
| m  =  10    + 1 = 11 * 208729 * 1697477 * p10 * p73 * p129 |
|____________________________________________________________|

p10  = 5156432569

p73  = 19660328243340718436487382367169221415674590893901\
       54109618864643162638011

p129 = 25309322317097404277807835737102129793277608545288\
       59196338893269457315069679673863428510642087796964\
       17921593338374442943683661653

         Newsletter May 5, 1999, page 81, line 4342
              Done by: The Cabal, Method: SNFS

            ______________________________________
           |           211                        |
           |  m  =  (10    - 1) / 9 = p93 * p118  |
           |______________________________________|

m   =  11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111\
       11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111\
       11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111\
       11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111\
       11111111111

p93 =  69262455732438962066278232267733671113810848258828\
       1739734375570506492391931849524636731866879

p118 = 16042040371818984928424521776342331208254948956044\
       45254059369227570068074354992595031636365651567169\
       241873842145514809

phi(m) = (p93-1) * (p118-1)
    =  11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111\
       11111111111111111111111111111111111111111109506907\
       07392921261826865824085232066589599555272434317971\
       50307454325604484743787817039042389671520100197126\
       32233729424


